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Our Tire & Wheel program includes the Repair or Replacement of Tires and Wheels when damaged by any Road Hazard for both new and used vehicles.

**PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS:**

- **Repair or Replacement of a Tire** covered under the agreement if damaged due to a road hazard up to $1,000 per covered failure with a maximum lifetime benefit of $4,000.

- **Repair or Replacement of a Wheel (rim)** covered under the agreement if damaged due to a road hazard.

- **Balancing and Mounting** of replacement or repaired tires.

- **Coverage Terms Follow CU Certified VSC Terms.**

- **Up to $100 Reimbursement for Towing Assistance** related to a covered repair / replacement.

- **Benefit Payments are Not Pro-rated**

- **No Deductible**

Coverage begins on the date of sale of the vehicle and ends when either the tires have only 3/32” tread remaining, or the selected coverage period has been reached, whichever occurs first.

Road hazards are considered to be any unusual conditions on the road such as, but not limited to:

- Nails
- Metal Scraps
- Potholes
- Broken Glass

[1]See your Agreement for complete description of benefits and exclusions.